
How to Make Leg Extensions for your Ergo carrier

I designed this pattern to be printed full scale on letter sized paper.   I was making these for a classic Ergo car-
rier,  if you are modifying a different brand or model of carrier, I strongly suggest you print out the pattern and 
see first whether it will work with your carrier before you start chopping fabric.   This pattern is free for person-
al use, but not to make extenders for sale.  Neither is the pattern for sale.  Thanks, Phaedra Koonz

Materials:  
2/3 yds canvas or twill
pretty fabric (quilter’s cotton is fine for this)
-for extenders with 2 contrasting colors,  get 2 fat quarters or 2/3 yd of each fabric
-for extenders of only 1 color, buy 1 to 1&1/3 yds fabric
thread 
small scrap of padding (I used a double layer of fleece from a baby blanket)
2 sets of snaps and setter/pliers

Steps:
1.  Cut out the pattern along the bold lines, line up the diamonds and tape the pattern pieces together
2.  Lay the pattern out on your fabric with print marks up.  Cut 2 pieces from the canvas.  
3.  From each color of your pretty fabric, cut 1 piece with theprint marksup and one with the print marks down.  
(We’re accounting for the left and right legs)
4.  From the batting, cut 2 small strips about an inch wide by 8 inches long.
5.  Organize your pieces of pretty fabric with the right sides together. Set the internal layer on top.  
6.  Sew with a 3/4 inch seam allowance.  (To the thin solid line on the pattern.) Leave a space along the curved 
portion to turn.  
7.  Snip corners and turn right side out. 
 (Optional: topstitch all around except where the turn hole is.)
8.  Fold the bottom portion up 3/4 inch, press if you need to.  Bring that fold up to meet the dashed line.   Stitch 
this down as close to the edge as possible.  
9.  Stuff the batting into the resulting triangular space, and smooth it out.  Whipstitch the opening closed.
10.  Sew a line of topstitching just beyond where the padding lies to keep it from bunching and moving from the 
edge.
(Optional: finish your topstitching where the hole was)
11.  Insert a snap socket and stud where indicated, with the caps on the same side of the fabric.  
12.  Slide the tube portion onto your carrier waistband.  Snap the top part around the webbing at the bottom of 
the shoulder straps (where it attaches to thec arrier body).  Enjoy the extended leg support of your carrier!  
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